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For many health systems, the 
hardest challenge in the shift to 
value-based care remains 
unresolved – that of engaging 
the physician community in the 
journey.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For those health systems that have made the considerable investment in value-based care, 
one truth remains: despite the systems that might have been established and the veritable 
army of care managers hired and deployed, patients continue to receive care largely through 
their relationships with physicians. Whether independent or employees of the health system, 
the physician remains at the center of the delivery relationship, both by law and by custom. 
Patients continue to trust the physician relationship and make choices based on seeking the 
best physician for their needs.  
 
Pursuing ACO efforts without engaging the physician community may deepen the 
historic distrust that often characterizes the existing hospital-physician relationship. 
Most health systems have many scars related to their interactions with the physician 
community through prior efforts like Physician-Hospital Organizations (PHO’s) – scars that 
never truly healed. Getting beyond those issues typically requires an emotional catharsis of 
sorts, with an opportunity to surface the past and move beyond it. 
 
For all of these reasons, it is highly recommended that the journey to Accountable Care 
include an organizational platform of Clinical Integration (CI). Clinical Integration is an 
organizing set of principles for engaging the physician community in a truly physician-led 
effort to provide care differently than in the past – reducing unwarranted variation, holding 
peers truly accountable for quality and efficiency variances, and engaging physicians to 
become the stewards of high quality care. Clinical Integration, when pursued deliberately 
and with high integrity and a sense of purpose, is the vehicle that provides the physician 
community the opportunity to lead the shift to value-based care. 
 
As a case in point, FTI recently worked with a large multi hospital system in a major 
metropolitan area that had established an ACO and was a participant in the Medicare 
Shared Savings Program (MSSP). In forming the organization, physicians were extended 
participation agreements to join, but many felt that they were being invited as network 
participants rather than as partners in the journey towards value based care. After 
struggling to achieve shared savings, the health system agreed to allow physicians to 
form a clinically integrated organization and rebuilt the relationship between the ACO, 
the health system, and the CI organization to enable empowered physicians to guide 
population health activities. Physicians are now actively engaged in population health and 
hospital quality and efficiency programs, and early results are seen in shared savings and 
efficiency metrics. 

 
We need to engage with physicians in a different way and enable them to take true 
leadership. Clinical Integration is a vehicle for this most fundamental of shifts to occur in a 
structured fashion. Forming the ACO and developing population health capabilities is 
likely to fall short of the goal without fully engaging the physician community in the 
why’s and how’s of transforming healthcare, and providing them with the tools to 
promote improvement. Clinical Integration provides just that opportunity. 
 
For more information on how to utilize the Clinical Integration framework to support your 
physician affiliation and Accountable Care efforts, please contact us. 


